Projects,

Workgroups,

and Fellowship
Discussions

The World Board develops a strategic plan in advance
of each World Service Conference. It sets out objectives
for the two-year Conference cycle ahead. Project plans,
including timelines and budgets, derive directly from the
strategic plan and require Conference approval. Decisions
at WSC 2016 set the agenda for the projects, workgroups,
and Fellowship discussions described below.

ticipant web meeting was held so that the Board could
talk through the ideas and Conference participants could
discuss them and ask questions.
The first and third reports describe some suggestions
for changes to WSC decision making and discussion
processes (Strategy 2) as well as some ideas for how to
improve the use of time between WSC meetings (Strategy 3). The reports suggested four approaches to improve
consideration and discussion of ideas between Conferences, all of which we have implemented:

Future of the WSC
The Future of the WSC is the name of a workgroup created
at the last Conference for the 2016–2018 Conference cycle.
In the course of the cycle, they have released three reports
related to Objective Four of the NAWS Strategic Plan.
All three reports are posted at www.na.org/future. The
first two reports were released in the 2017 fiscal year,
and the third report was released in the following fiscal
year. After each report was published, a Conference par-

• a formal method for Conference participants to give
input to the NAWS Strategic Plan;
• Conference participant posting of ideas to the FTP
site throughout the cycle;
• CAR surveys for recovery literature, service material,
and Issue Discussion Topic ideas; and
• a survey of Conference participants about ideas to
discuss at the WSC or by webinar.
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There are also suggestions about changes to processes at
the WSC itself, including to…
• require a 2/3 majority threshold for all WSC decisions except elections;
• eliminate formal business sessions and make decisions in the discussion session preceding business;
• handle CAT-related business in the same fashion
as CAR-related business (old business), but adopt a
discussion-based approach to new proposals submitted at the WSC; and
• survey participants to prioritize new proposals and
discuss top priorities in two 90-minute sessions with
a wrap-up session on Saturday, to determine next
steps and/or make decisions.
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ature priorities at the 2016–2018 cycle. Survey results
revealed a strong interest in an informational pamphlet
(IP) on the topic of mental health. This bolstered support
for a regional motion to create an IP on mental illness.
Its passage authorized the preliminary work necessary to
develop a project plan for consideration by WSC 2018.
The possibility of a new daily meditation book also
emerged as an item of great interest to the Fellowship
according to the CAR survey. The idea of addressing a spiritual principle each day, as well as the idea of building
on excerpts from Living Clean, both gained traction in the
CAR survey. The Conference ultimately determined that
both approaches had merit and initiated further Fellowship input that would shape a project plan for WSC 2018
consideration.

The second report from the workgroup was focused on
WSC sustainability and effectiveness (Strategy 1) and
described some broad possible directions for the future
of WSC seating in hopes of stimulating Conference participant discussion during the web meeting that followed.
The Board remains in the position described in the
2018 Conference Agenda Report: “As we have expressed
throughout the cycle, we do not see it as our role to lead
the WSC toward a specific model of seating. We do believe
that change is necessary in order for the Conference to be
effective and sustainable, but at the close of WSC 2016
we explained that we would not make a specific recommendation for seating this cycle, and we continue to hold
to that commitment. We believe this is a decision the Fellowship needs to make, and if the Conference can build
or express consensus around a vision for change in the
future of the WSC, we will support that direction.”

Preliminary Steps on
Two (Potential)
Literature Projects
Online surveys have become an important source of
data that inform Board and Conference discussions and
decision making. This has been especially true when it
comes to prioritizing literature projects. As far back as
1999, we’ve asked members to respond to literature surveys. Such surveys offer an opportunity for members to
voice their perspectives about recovery literature. Clearly,
responding to a survey is not the same as casting a ballot;
survey results alone do not determine priorities. Rather,
the results provide an important data point for consideration by Conference participants.
The 2016 literature survey, distributed as part of the
Conference Agenda Report, played an important role in
developing an informed group conscience that set liter-

With Conference approval to proceed, we again turned
to the Fellowship for their thoughts on what an IP on
mental health/illness and a new daily meditation book
might look like. We developed two surveys in order to
collect input on the scope and focus for each potential
project. These began to circulate at the start of this fiscal year, and with help from regional delegate teams we
gathered input from far and wide. By the close of this
fiscal year, we had some clear indications about members’ preferences and priorities. It was also becoming
clear what challenges would face the project workgroup,
and how to structure the work most effectively should
the WSC approve either or both project plans. The shape
of the two project plans reflects what we heard from the
Fellowship. Answers to open-ended questions will also be
useful as a preliminary source of front-end input toward
the content of the pieces.
Our experience with online surveys tells us that we
are able to get the word to more members when we use
a variety of means—the communication links that exist
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within our service structure, The NA Way and NAWS
News, and email to almost 150,000 addresses in our system. But we still have a long way to go. We received over
2,700 responses from 37 countries for the daily meditation
book and 800 responses from most US states and 28 countries for the mental health/mental illness informational
pamphlet. The majority of the responses were online.
This brings us to the graphic on the next page, a lighthearted depiction of the process we rely on to develop NA
literature. Each step of the way involves consultation with
Conference participants and depends on input and review
from the Fellowship. Our process has always depended
on input from the Fellowship. Technology and experience mean that we are always improving that process. We
rely on effective communications to move information
throughout the Fellowship and back to NAWS. The Concepts—especially Concepts One, Five, and Eight—provide
an essential foundation for this inclusive process.
• Concept 1: To fulfill our Fellowship’s primary purpose, the NA groups have joined
together to create a structure which develops, coordinates, and maintains services
on behalf of NA as a whole.
• Concept 5: For each responsibility assigned
to the service structure, a single point of
decision and accountability should be
clearly defined.
• Concept 8: Our service structure depends
on the integrity and effectiveness of our
communications.

Service Tools Project
The Service Tools Project Plan approved at the 2016 WSC
addresses Objective 2 from the NAWS Strategic Plan to
“Develop concise, accessible, relevant, and adaptable
tools that address basic concepts and that inspire users in
their service efforts.”
The focus of the project was determined by responses
to the service material section of the 2016 CAR literature
survey, which prioritized local/area service tools and a
conventions and events handbook. Rather than forming
workgroups, online meetings open to any member wishing to be involved were used to create drafts of these
pieces. The approach for each of these priorities is to create a series of short pieces—the tools in the toolbox—that
focus on different aspects of these areas of service.

Local Service Toolbox
The work of this project began with the creation of a webpage and the publication of a survey to determine priorities

for local service tools. The results of the survey confirmed
our initial decision to begin work on Consensus-Based
Decision Making (CBDM) Basics.
A web meeting held in January of 2017 allowed participants to discuss ideas for what should be included in a
CBDM Basics piece. The draft created for the Service System
Project was used as a starting point and revised after the
meeting to reflect the ideas shared. The revised draft was
posted online in April for a period of 90 days, along with
a short survey. Two further web meetings in June offered
additional revisions to the draft, which was reposted at
www.na.org/toolbox in October and mailed to Conference
participants for a 90-day review and input period.
We also hosted three web meetings between April and
December, 2016, that brought together members in rural
communities to discuss some of the challenges and solutions associated with living in a geographically isolated
part of our Fellowship. Some of the ideas shared in these
meetings helped us to begin creating a tool focused on
assisting with some of these, which is the next intended
piece for the toolbox. Two further meetings were held to
help develop the tool in May and September, 2017. Interested members are encouraged to contact toolbox@na.org
for more information and to view the resources posted at
www.na.org/ruralservice.

Conventions and Events Toolbox
This project also began with a designated webpage—
www.na.org/conventions—and a survey to establish priorities. Money management and convention program
were the most highly rated areas of focus. A web meeting
was held in February 2017 to gather input on these. A
draft of the program piece was posted online for review
and input for 90 days between March and June, 2017. A
revised version, along with a range of addenda, was made
available in August.
A second web meeting was held in August, 2017, to
review the initial draft of the money management tool.
A revised version of this was posted in September with a
deadline of November 2017 for input.
Both of these tools have been informed by the ideas
shared in the web meetings and locally developed tools
supplied by convention committees. We encourage interested members to continue to share these resources and to
contact conventions@na.org for more information.

Delegates Sharing
The Delegates Sharing session project entered its second
Conference cycle with 2016 WSC approval. This project
was created to develop and implement a Conference session that would provide a time and place for regional
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and alternate delegates to share their experiences in more
personal, small-group discussions. The goal of the session
is to foster unity, familiarity, and understanding among
regional and alternate delegates. The workgroup included
delegates and former delegates from around the world, a
World Board member, and one NAWS staff person.
The workgroup was also charged with developing and
coordinating a workshop for the Unity Day held at the
Conference hotel the Saturday before the WSC officially
opens. The Unity Day is open to all Conference participants and to members from local NA communities, so
the workshop is intended to offer opportunities to learn
together and exchange service experiences.
As in the 2014–2016 Conference cycle, the workgroup
conducted a survey of delegates to help frame the session
and workshop. The survey results also provided ideas and
experiences about preparing for the WSC, and the workgroup planned to distribute these in a newsletter format to
the delegates as a part of the 2018 CAR, CAT, and Conference Report mailings. The workgroup expressed gratitude
for the opportunity to work together to plan and pre
sent these sessions. The hope is that this and future Dele
gates Sharing sessions will help everyone move through
the Conference week with a greater appreciation of their
peers and a sense of camaraderie and unity.

Issue Discussion Topics
for 2016–2018
Issue Discussion Topics (IDTs) are subjects that recovering
addicts in NA communities around the world focus on in
workshops throughout each two-year Conference cycle.
Each new cycle ushers in new topics for members to discuss. For the last two Conference cycles a survey in the
Conference Agenda Report has offered a list of topics to
choose from, enabling members and NA communities to
participate in prioritizing the issues that are most relevant
to them.
Discussion topics encourage us to think more deeply
about relevant issues and help build unity within our
groups and service bodies. These session materials
embrace the use of technology to share ideas with the
World Board, encouraging attendees to email pictures
of notes and other input directly to the Board at worldboard@na.org. This inclusive approach has enabled more
members than ever to participate in shaping the Fellowship resources and services that often result from this
process.
Below, you’ll find a short summary of the three topics
explored in the 2016–2018 Conference cycle and some of
the ideas received about each IDT. A more complete sum-

mary of the input is included in the Conference Report,
which is published shortly before each WSC. Resources
to support IDT workshops can be found in a variety of
languages at www.na.org/idt.

How to Use Guiding Principles
Purpose: To introduce Guiding Principles: The Spirit of
Our Traditions. As in previous cycles, this IDT is intended
to familiarize members with a new piece of NA literature.
Process: Provides an outline of the different parts of the
book and focuses discussion on a few questions from the
“In Service” section of the first three Tradition essays in
Guiding Principles.
Input: This session has been one of the most popular
IDTs in recent years, with standing room only reported
at several events. During the fiscal year covered by this
report we received input from twelve area, regional, and
multiregional workshops.
Much of the input for Tradition One agreed that we
demonstrate unity as a Fellowship, whether this is shown
by strong meetings or the consistent structure of NA as
a whole, by the application of commonly accepted spiritual principles—although it was also acknowledged that
there are challenges with ego and room for growth. Some
ideas for enhancing or building a spirit of unity include
group-based activities, cooperating with other groups and
service bodies, inventories, training and mentoring new
trusted servants, and reaching out to new members via
phone calls and texts. We were also reminded that NA
unity is enhanced when we focus on our primary purpose
and not on our personal issues.
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The questions that focused on the Second Tradition
offered a vision of a process that is inclusive, open-minded,
and respectful to all participants. Input suggested that an
observer would see us as unified (if a little chaotic sometimes), focused on carrying our message, and passionate.
When we asked about who was missing when discussing the Third Tradition a familiar list was offered,
including old and young addicts, LGBTQ members, those
with physical limitations, addicts with young children,
geographically isolated members, women, and various
ethnic and language groups. Some of the outside issues
that affect the opportunities for addicts to recover in NA
include the stigma of being an addict in some societies,
the influence of treatment programs, and the perception
of NA as an unsafe place by addiction professionals.

Applying Our Principles to
Technology and Social Media
Purpose: To discuss the NA principles that apply to our
use of social media and concrete ideas for how to apply
them. This topic was one of the two prioritized in the
2016 CAR Survey.
Process: Review available resources to aid discussion of
this issue, brainstorm applicable principles, and share
about challenges and solutions encountered when using
social media as members and service bodies. The smallgroup discussion section of the IDT focused on the challenges prioritized by those in attendance, asking what
principles were lacking and what solutions could be
offered. The session suggested closing with an opportunity
to share successes and challenges of service bodies using
social media as a PR tool, and reminded everyone of the
project, Social Media as a PR Tool, adopted at WSC 2016.
Input: We received ten pieces of input during this fiscal year, which is again an increase over previous years.
Members identified a wide range of applicable, and
sometimes missing, spiritual principles. Unsurprisingly,
anonymity was mentioned in every list. Some of the
prioritized challenges included protecting personal anonymity; the presence of outside issues, personal opinions,
and abusive behavior when using social media platforms;
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and challenges with using existing resources and creating
Fellowship-wide guidelines. Solutions shared centered on
the application of personal recovery principles, educating
ourselves and others on how to use social media and how
to apply the Traditions to its use, and creating new resources to provide guidance.

Atmosphere of
Recovery in Service
Purpose: By discussing what
spiritual growth and fulfillment means to us personally, and
then discussing ways to nurture
an atmosphere of recovery in service
and encourage others to serve, this session
aims to improve our sometimes challenging atmosphere
in service meetings. This topic was also prioritized by the
2016 CAR Survey.

Large Group Brainstor

What does the phrase “spiri
Process: The final focus of the discussion session was
influenced by a regional proposal asking it to be based
on the second bullet point from A Vision for NA Service:
“Every member, inspired by the gift of recovery, experiences spiritual growth and fulfillment through service.”
The small-group discussion section of the session again
asked attendees to focus on concrete ways to encourage
change in this area. The session closed with an opportunity to fill out an action card by answering the question, “What actions will you take to revitalize the service
culture in your NA community?” Sharing these with the
Board has proved particularly popular.

Small Group Discussion

A. Atmosphere of Recovery
1. What does an atmosp
2. What can you and you
recovery in service?
B. Inspiring Each Other
1. What specific actions c
attractive?
2. Members enjoy what t
serve in ways that best
Input: We received more input on this topic than any
other during this fiscal year: 19 from various workshops
and 92 completed action cards, making this one of the
mostly widely discussed topics in recent cycles. Much
of the input offered thoughts about service as a way of
experiencing gratitude and growth in recovery, and many
members stressed the importance of mutual respect and
goodwill. Some of the practical ideas to achieve a positive service atmosphere included creating and adhering
to simple and realistic guidelines, clear reporting, and
the effective handover of service positions so new trusted
servants are well prepared. Many of the action cards we
received talked about the importance of encouraging others to get involved, modeling positive behavior, and practicing principles before personalities.

Wrap-up Discussion
What actions will you take

